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 Decoupling of Nd and Sr isotopes
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 Seasonal variability is rarely taken into account
- Signature range
- Hydrological and hydrosediment behavior
- Identification of the floodplain effect

Sr and Nd signature of 3 south American rivers
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 Contrasted Nd and Sr isotopic signature
 Interpretation of marine sediment cores potentially influenced by these rivers/ environments
 Amazon = intermediate values between Madeira and Solimoes endmembers
 Seasonal variability of Sr and Nd isotopic signatures

Floodplain role in the sedimentary budget : geological and annual scale
Geological scale :

 Before the Holocene : Floodplain under erosion = source of sediments (eg. Irion et al., Hydrological Processes, 2009)
Modern sedimentary processes (HYBAM sediments data):
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 ~30% of the Andean sediments are deposited in the floodplain

 the balance is not constant along the hydrological cycle

Floodplain role in the sedimentary budget : seasonal scale
Sediment budget of the Curuai floodplain
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 Floodplain can contribute to isotopes signature at the outlet

Amazon tributaries and floodplain control the sedimentary budget
Amazon at Obidos station
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 How hydrology and sedimentology processes control the Nd and Sr isotope signature in the Amazon basin?
 Effect on South American monsoon System reconstitution?

Material and method
Explaining factors :

ɛNd and 87Sr/86Sr of the Amazon at Obidos
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Hydrosediments data (HYBAM)
- Daily discharge
- 10 days frequency sediments
Geochemical data of Madeira and Solimoes
ɛNd and 87Sr/86Sr (Viers et al., EPSL, 2008)
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 Calculation of fluxes : mass balance budget
 Solimoes / Madeira mixing model vs measured values at Obidos
Hattingh, master thesis, 2014
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 Discharge offset due to the ITCZ displacement
 It would impact the Sr and Nd isotopes variability
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 Negro sediment production = negligible (eg. Filizola and Guyot, HP, 2009)
 We confirm the floodplain behavior observed at Curuai lake
 Floodplain acts as a sink or as a source of sediment

Sr and Nd behavior at Obidos station
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 No direct significant co-variation between 87Sr/86Sr vs εNd
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 εNd = a good direct proxy of the Amazon discharge variability
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 Sediment flux variability mainly depend on sediment
concentration
 87Sr/86Sr = proxy of the Amazon sediment production

Mixing model
Nd and Sr isotope signature respond to a simple mixing model Solimoes vs Madeira
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 Nd and Sr isotopes respond to a simple mixing behavior when floodplain is neutral or is a sink of sediments
 When floodplain produce sediment  intermediate values of Nd isotopes

Solimoes vs Madeira mixing model
aX/bX

Amazon

=

(aX/bX x X Conc x sed concentration x Q)Solimoes + (aX/bX x X Conc x sed concentration x Q)Madeira
(Flux sedSolimoes + Flux sedMadeira )
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X = Nd or Sr

= f(aX/bX; X conc; sed conc; Q) Solimoes vs Madeira

Mean isotopic signature

εNd = -9.3
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ƐNd and 87Sr/86Sr are contrasted

Nd concentration is homogenous
 More sensitive to Q
Sr concentration is contrasted
 More sensitive to sediment concentration
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 ɛNd is constant along the hydrological cycle
 87Sr/86Sr covaries with sediment concentration in the Madeira river
 This differences between explain εNd and 87Sr/86Sr decoupling at Obidos

Floodplain contribution influence
Floodplain =
source
% sediment from
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 When floodplain is neutral or is a sink of sediments
 simple mixing behavior
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 When floodplain produce sediments : Madeira influence more the
sediment signature
 Finer sediments, more easily removed from lake
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Conclusion
Seasonal variation of ɛNd and 87Sr/86Sr at the outlet of the Amazon basin
ɛNd and 87Sr/86Sr are decoupled at the outlet of the Amazon basin
 ɛNd co-varies with discharge
 Index of hydrological variability
 87Sr/86Sr co-varies with sediment variability
 Index of erosion processes
Solimoes /Madeira mixing model can explain it:
 homogenous Nd concentration and low seasonal variability of ɛNd in Madeira and Solimoes
 Contrasted Sr concentration and high seasonal variability of 87Sr/86Sr in Madeira and Solimoes

Implication for Paleo-environment reconstitution
 When floodplain is neutral or a sink of sediment
ɛNd and 87Sr/86Sr = Solimoes vs Madeira mixing model
tracers of oscillation, intensity (ɛNd), erosive activity (87Sr/86Sr) of
the South American Monsoon system
 When floodplain is a source : grain size effect on sediment production
 alter Sr and Nd isotope records
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